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The history of anatomy extends from the earliest examinations of sacrificial victims to the sophisticated
analyses of the body performed by modern scientists. The study of human anatomy can be traced back
thousands of years, at least to the Egyptians, but the science of anatomy, as we know it today, did not
develop until far later.The development of the study of anatomy gradually built upon ...
History of anatomy - Wikipedia
The 25th anniversary edition of Frank H. Netter, MDâ€™s Atlas of Human Anatomy celebrates his
unsurpassed depiction of the human body in clear, brilliant detail â€“ all from a clinicianâ€™s perspective.
Amazon.com: Atlas of Human Anatomy eBook: Frank H. Netter
Gray's Anatomy is an English language textbook of human anatomy originally written by Henry Gray and
illustrated by Henry Vandyke Carter.Earlier editions were called Anatomy: Descriptive and Surgical and
Gray's Anatomy: Descriptive and Applied, but the book's name is commonly shortened to, and later editions
are titled, Gray's Anatomy.The book is widely regarded as an extremely influential ...
Gray's Anatomy - Wikipedia
Oldest non African Stone tools found in China. Modelling Neanderthal brains - on a small scale. Modelling
brain evolution
Becoming Human
Neuroscience: the Science of the Brain. Inside our heads, weighing about 1.5 kg, is an astonishing living
organ consisting of billions of tiny cells.
NEUROSCIENCE - Shedden Laboratory â€“ Human cognition
Understanding Wine Labels (Part 1) THE BASICS. The label on a bottle of wine undergoes more regulatory
and creative scrutiny than perhaps any label on any other commodity.
Consumerism | Wine Label Basics
Knowledge of anatomy is not essential to be able to sing, but learning how the body works and the
terminology used by singing teachers, pedagogists, lecturers and voice specialists will provide the aspiring
singer with a greater understanding of the singing process.
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